Clean River Curriculum for Grades 5–6
This set of classroom activities has been compiled to assist you in teaching your students about
their role in keeping the Red River as clean as possible. Special emphasis has been placed on
storm water and preventing its contamination as it makes its way to the river.
“Give Water A Hand”
This handout discusses why water is so important and sets the stage for the rest of the lesson.
The handout is Page 3 from the “Give Water a Hand” Action Guide by the Environmental
Resources Center (included as file curriculum.pdf).
“Our River” (activities taken from National Geographic’s Geography Action! Rivers 2001,
which can be found at www.nationalgeographic.com)
This activity is an introduction to river systems in general. Materials needed include:
•
•
•
•
•

A diagram of a river (included as files River_System.pdf [with labels] and River_System56.pdf [without labels]).
Copies of the “River Puzzle” (included as file River_Puzzle5-6.pdf), cut into the
individual pieces.
Six or seven 8½-in. Η 11-in. pieces of construction paper.
Glue or glue stick.
Crayons or colored pencils.

Begin a classroom discussion by having students examine the diagram of a river. Discuss each
part of the river. Explain that the river is part of a larger system called a watershed. A watershed
is all of the land area that drains to a specific wetland, lake, stream, or river. Because rain and
snowmelt wash pollutants into the nearest water body, protecting a lake or river means that we
have to prevent pollution throughout its watershed.
Read The Watershed Story (included as Appendix A) from the Earth Force Global Rivers
Environmental Education Network. After reading the story, review the ways that people use and
impact rivers. People need clean, healthy rivers for drinking water and other freshwater needs.
We use rivers for agriculture, industry, transportation, and recreation. Birds, fish, and wildlife
rely on rivers for food and shelter.
People build structures to make maximum use of rivers: aqueducts transport water; canals
improve transportation; and dams store water, control flooding, or provide hydroelectric power.
People also change rivers through pollution: fertilizers and pesticides run off from farms; fuel
from gas stations can leak into groundwater; oil, grease, and debris wash down storm drains and
into the river; people throw trash into the river. People clear forests, fill in wetlands, build roads,
and erect buildings and, in doing so, destroy wildlife habitat and change the pattern of runoff into
rivers.

Introduce the idea of scale at which people understand conservation issues. At the individual
scale, a person perceives only what is within sight. For example, someone might say, “There is
trash in the river, but it floated away. The trash is no longer a problem.” A person who sees
things at an individual scale does not understand (or perhaps care) that trash is still in the
watershed. However, the trash is still a problem because nothing goes completely “away.” We
are all affected by what happens in the watershed.
Keeping this in mind, divide the class into groups of three or four students. The groups’ mission
is to put the puzzle pieces together to create a healthy river that benefits the environment,
humans, and wildlife. There is no right or wrong way to assemble the puzzle. Only two pieces
(the source and the mouth) must be placed in certain positions. The width of the river is the same
on every piece except at the dam and reservoir.
As the students assemble their rivers, ask questions such as:
• What physical features might be near the source of a river? (steep slopes)
• What might be upstream from a dam? (a reservoir) What would be near a dam? (a power
plant)
• What would you find near a big city? (sewage treatment plant, water treatment plant)
• Where will the river need to be cleaned—upstream or downstream of things that cause
pollution? (clean upstream or restore downstream)
The groups should move puzzle pieces around until they are satisfied with their river. Ask them
to glue the pieces on construction paper, color their river, and give it a name. If they would like,
groups can also name locations on the river (such as Ron’s Reservoir). When all the rivers are
complete, ask that a representative from each group explain why they assembled their river as
they did. Remind them that there was no wrong way to assemble the rivers. Emphasize that all
rivers are different and therefore have different conservation needs. The important point to make
is that a river is part of a system (the watershed) and that changes within the system affect the
entire system.
“The Watershed Game”
If computers and the Internet are available, the students can play “The Watershed Game,” a
computer quiz-type game developed by the Bell Museum of Natural History at the University of
Minnesota. It can be accessed at
www.bellmuseum.org/distancelearning/watershed/watershed2.html
The program will ask the student to log in with his/her first name; this is only so that the program
can call the student by name. There are no other identifying questions.
The quiz asks the students to manage a watershed, helping them identify actions that affect the
quality of the water. Students are asked to examine the issues in four areas of a watershed
(national park, agriculture, neighborhood, and city) and then are shown the impacts of their
choices. There are two levels (novice and intermediate) to the quiz, making it appropriate for
students of all learning abilities.

Take Home
“The Stormwater Runoff Challenge” is a crossword puzzle that can be found in file
stormwater xword.pdf. The puzzle can either be completed in class or sent home as a family
activity.
Additional Activities
Learning on this topic can be continued and enhanced by having the students do one or more of
the following activities:
•
•
•

Write a poem about a river.
Create a collage about a watershed.
Figure out how much water their family uses in a day.

Perhaps your class can even stencil warnings near storm drains in the neighborhood to remind
people to keep the river clean by preventing pollutants from entering the storm drains (ask the
city for permission first).

Appendix A

The Watershed Story
Have you ever stood on the banks of a river and wondered -- where did it begin and
where is it going? This story is designed to help explain how a stream begins, adapts
and changes as it follows a path. The Watershed Story is an imaginary journey down a
river to learn about the water in the river and how the surrounding land and human
activity can affect the river.
The water that flows along a river or stream is like a memory of the land through which
it flowed. Land that is abused and polluted is reflected in the quality of the water. The
land through which streams flow and gather momentum is called the watershed. A
watershed is defined as the land area where all of the water above and below the
ground drains to a common channel or body of water.
Rivers may begin as headwater streams that flow from hillsides, wetlands, lakes and as
melt water from glaciers and snowpack. Some streams are temporary, and can only be
seen during times of rain or snowmelt. Other streams are permanent and are fed by
groundwater and by rains and runoff from the land. Headwater streams seek lower
ground and join other streams to form larger streams that in turn join others,
eventually to form one river channel at its mouth. The network of streams forms a
branching system like the arteries in your body or the branching of a tree.
At the headwaters of our watersheds, trees, shrubs and other plants shade the water
and keep the water temperature cool. As the stream moves along, the water falls over
small rocks and glides over riffles, adding oxygen to the water.
Leaves, sticks and other plant debris fall into this stream and provide an important
energy source for aquatic insects and other invertebrates. In turn, aquatic insects
release nitrogen and phosphorus as they digest the plants and give off waste. Nitrogen
and phosphorus are nutrients which when added in the proper amounts help aquatic
plants grow and prosper.
As a stream flows down river, it moves over rocks which influence its pH level. pH
refers to the acidity of water and is measured on a scale of 0 to 14. If a stream flows
and gurgles over gravel and small rocks that rest upon limestone bedrock, this makes
the stream more “basic” with a pH of 8. Streams flowing over granite and igneous rocks
usually have a neutral or slightly acidic pH of 6-7.
The type of soil in the streambed influences whether sediments will be carried in the
stream and cause high turbidity. Turbidity creates a murkiness in the water that blocks
sunlight from reaching the bottom. At the headwater of our stream are small rocks

paving the bottom and so the water has very little suspended sediment (low turbidity).
Down river the water is likely turbid because there are areas of clay and fine-grained
soils that are easily suspended in the river.
Rivers naturally get larger and usually get more turbid as they move downstream. A
healthy large river, however, still has plenty of stream bank vegetation to cool the
water at the edges and to provide fallen woody debris for habitat and food sources for
fish, insects and other animals living in the water. The flow rate (or speed) of the
water, the temperature, and the turbidity of the river all tend to increase downstream,
along with other naturally occurring changes to the chemistry and biology. The
challenge most rivers in the world today face is the degree of change being caused by
human use of rivers and land through which the rivers run.
How do the dynamics of a river change as the watershed is developed and as the river
channel is physically altered? Watersheds--if they are large enough--may have many
kinds of human imprints: farming, recreation, cities, suburbs and industries. Let’s
continue our imaginary journey down river.
There are many farms along the river in this watershed. One farmer spreads manure on
farm fields and with the first rain, the manure washes into the river and with it,
concentrated levels of nitrates and phosphates. There is also bank erosion along the
shoreline where soil washed away from the rain. The water is murkier (more turbid)
here from soil erosion. A small lake near the river looks green from too much algal
growth, a sign of eutrophication. As the algae and other plants die and decay, small
organisms feed upon this decay and demand a lot of oxygen. As a result, dissolved
oxygen levels can become very low. This makes life difficult for animals like dragonfly
nymphs and turtles.
Farther down the river is a town. If you could look under the streets and buildings of
this community, you would see a network of various-sized pipes: sewer lines and storm
water lines. The town has a separate sewer system, which means raw sewage is in
sanitary lines and is delivered to a wastewater treatment plant. Rainwater and materials
from streets flow into separate storm water lines and are discharged to the nearest
stream.
When it rains in this town, the water falls on many impervious (hard) surfaces that do
not absorb water. In the summer, storms send rain shooting across hot parking lots and
the warmed water flows through the storm drains to the river. The storm drains also
carry the remains of human activity into the river: excess fertilizer, bacteria from pet
wastes, litter, oil and pesticides. The river below town is very turbid, especially when
compared to the water up the river. The flow of the river responds quickly during major
rains and swells to almost double its volume. In such cases, high bacteria levels, and
concentrated nitrates and phosphates are found in the river below this point.

In contrast to the town in our story, many cities and towns have a combined system
where sanitary lines and storm water lines flow together into the wastewater treatment
plant. With a combined system, during heavy rain events, when the treatment plant
cannot handle the combination of sewer inputs and storm line inputs, the system
automatically shunts all waste (sewer and storm) past the sewage treatment plant
directly to the river.
Our watershed has changed from its headwaters to its mouth, both naturally and in
response to human activities and developments. In its headwaters, the stream flow is
moderated by vegetation and by a steady source of groundwater. Dissolved oxygen is
high and the temperature of the streams does not change much, creating a stable
environment for animals. Nutrient levels are tied to natural rhythms and the biological
action of the animals living there.
Moving downstream, our river system naturally changes as it gets bigger, deeper and
wider. The water chemistry shifts as, among other factors, the vegetation along the
banks covers a smaller and smaller percentage of the river's width and as lower
elevations bring warmer temperatures. Different communities of insects and animals
inhabit the water, reflecting the changes in temperature, depth, flow, and vegetative
cover.
In addition to natural changes that come with size, however, our watershed also
reflects the many activities of the humans living on the land and using the water. Prone
to erratic flow and unnaturally high temperatures due to clearing of land, farm waste,
and storm water runoff, the river faces new sets of challenges as nutrient and turbidity
levels soar, dissolved oxygen levels dramatically drop, and temperatures become too
warm for native fish and insect species.
Preserving a healthy river system, from headwaters to mouth, is the challenge facing
the inhabitants of this watershed story. Now that you've heard of one watershed's
story, it is time to uncover the mysteries and opportunities waiting for you in your local
watershed.
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